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Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
This is a consequence of megatrends in the pharma industry where, on the one hand the market is growing due to an increase in demand for generic and prescription free drugs, an ageing population and growing middle classes in emerging markets e.g. Asia and South America.(click)(click)On the other hand the pharma industry is challenged by price pressures, due to cost reductions in public and private healthcare, increased regulations and a shift towards cheaper drugs. At the same time the blockbuster patents are running out, opening the market for fierce competition. (click)(click)What this means is that our clients need to produce both larger volumes for less cost – AND – smaller volumes of specialized drugs
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Pharmaceutical market; megatrends

• Generic and prescription free drugs
• Ageing population
• Growing middle classes in emerging markets

• Increased patient safety
• Cost reductions in public and private healthcare
• Increased regulations 
• Shift towards cheaper drugs
• Blockbuster patents are running out

Future production trends:
• Larger volumes for less cost 
• Smaller volumes of specialized drugs

Выступающий
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This is a consequence of megatrends in the pharma industry where, on the one hand the market is growing due to an increase in demand for generic and prescription free drugs, an ageing population and growing middle classes in emerging markets e.g. Asia and South America.(click)(click)On the other hand the pharma industry is challenged by price pressures, due to cost reductions in public and private healthcare, increased regulations and a shift towards cheaper drugs. At the same time the blockbuster patents are running out, opening the market for fierce competition. (click)(click)What this means is that our clients need to produce both larger volumes for less cost – AND – smaller volumes of specialized drugs
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Why Innovation? 

“The lack of agility, flexibility, and robustness in the 
pharmaceutical manufacturing sector poses a 
potential public health threat as failures within 
manufacturing facilities that result in poor product 
quality can lead to drug shortages. Drug shortages 
are a critical health care issue, affecting individual 
patients across the United States. Recognizing that 
shortages commonly begin with a supply disruption 
related to product quality, FDA is focusing on 
encouraging and sustaining advancements in 
pharmaceutical manufacturing.“
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When is OSD production successful?
Success factor  #1

Regulatory Agencies
Efficacy & Patient Safety

Success factor  #2

Patient
Efficacy, Patient Safety & Affordability

Success factor  #3

Pharma Industry
Efficacy, Patient Safety, Affordability

& Profitability
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What to innovate? 

No
Scale-up

Easy product 
transfer

Variable 
Production rates

Reduce
Time to Market Cost reduction

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
All this means that the pharma industry needs flexible solutions to produce larger volumes for lower costs, or smaller volumes of specialized medicine. The answer is?……CDC…..! (click)This means:- NO scale-up between R&D – Pilot Scale and Production Scale- easy product transfer - wherever the market is moving, the client can run the small manufacturing cells with identical machines - allow variable production rates to deliver the demand just-in-timeALL THIS …. helps to reduce the “time to market” for our clients, to meet the needs of a constantly changing market and specialized medicines.AND we are reducing manufacturing costs at the same time, as this system makes cleanroom and service areas obsolete, needs fewer operators, has more efficient quality control and less batch failure, and almost no “WIP (work in progress)”. ��It allows clients to significantly reduce their manufacturing costs and improve product quality at the same time. We are the only supplier that can offer this kind of flexibility and cost-reduction - because we own the 4 technologies. ��We are a “one-stop-shop” for our clients.�
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What to innovate?
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All this means that the pharma industry needs flexible solutions to produce larger volumes for lower costs, or smaller volumes of specialized medicine. The answer is?……CDC…..! (click)This means:- NO scale-up between R&D – Pilot Scale and Production Scale- easy product transfer - wherever the market is moving, the client can run the small manufacturing cells with identical machines - allow variable production rates to deliver the demand just-in-timeALL THIS …. helps to reduce the “time to market” for our clients, to meet the needs of a constantly changing market and specialized medicines.AND we are reducing manufacturing costs at the same time, as this system makes cleanroom and service areas obsolete, needs fewer operators, has more efficient quality control and less batch failure, and almost no “WIP (work in progress)”. ��It allows clients to significantly reduce their manufacturing costs and improve product quality at the same time. We are the only supplier that can offer this kind of flexibility and cost-reduction - because we own the 4 technologies. ��We are a “one-stop-shop” for our clients.�
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Drivers for continuous manufacturing 

• by focusing on quality during the whole lifecycle of the product and not just 
“tested in” quality 

• understanding the capability of your processes and manage the risks caused 
by sources of variability

1. To improve the quality of pharmaceutical end products –
six sigma process 

2. To manufacture in a cost efficient way –
lean manufacturing 
• by collecting more information in R&D phase in short time with less product
• by excluding risky, time and product consuming scale-up exercises
• by introducing online measurement and closed loop 

control targeting real time release, reducing waste to
zero

• by incorporating flexible batch size (JIT production), 
reducing inventory

• by reducing energy cost per tablet, reducing
environmental impact

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
All this means that the pharma industry needs flexible solutions to produce larger volumes for lower costs, or smaller volumes of specialized medicine. The answer is?……CDC…..! (click)This means:- NO scale-up between R&D – Pilot Scale and Production Scale- easy product transfer - wherever the market is moving, the client can run the small manufacturing cells with identical machines - allow variable production rates to deliver the demand just-in-timeALL THIS …. helps to reduce the “time to market” for our clients, to meet the needs of a constantly changing market and specialized medicines.AND we are reducing manufacturing costs at the same time, as this system makes cleanroom and service areas obsolete, needs fewer operators, has more efficient quality control and less batch failure, and almost no “WIP (work in progress)”. ��It allows clients to significantly reduce their manufacturing costs and improve product quality at the same time. We are the only supplier that can offer this kind of flexibility and cost-reduction - because we own the 4 technologies. ��We are a “one-stop-shop” for our clients.�
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Agenda

How does it work?

CM Landscape

Case studies

Competitive arena

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
This is truly a great innovation for the Pharma industry! Over the next 15 minutes, I will explain why you should vote for "from Powder to Pill" and how we fulfilled each criteria that you are considering today.I will explain: �(click)The Level of innovationThe Market opportunityThe Chance of realizationAnd the Profit potential 
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Agenda

How does it work?

CM Landscape

Case studies

Competitive arena

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
Now, this is an innovation contest - so I'm going to show you how great an innovation this actually is!(click)(click)
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ConsiGma 25TM – Wet Granulation

GCU
Dry Milling
& PAT Ports

Conti 
FB Drying

TS Wet
Granulation

Dispensing
LiW Feeding

WG = Wet Granulation 

WG GCU

GCU

Bin-2-Bin

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
Now, this is an innovation contest - so I'm going to show you how great an innovation this actually is!(click)(click)
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ConsiGma 25TM – CTL

Conti Tablet 
Coating

External
Phase 

Feeding & 
Blending

GCU
Dry Milling & 

PAT Ports

Conti 
FB Drying

TS Wet
Granulation

Dispensing
LiW Feeding

Conti
Compression

GCUCTC WG CCCC

WGGCUCCCTC

Powder-2-drug

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
Now, this is an innovation contest - so I'm going to show you how great an innovation this actually is!(click)(click)
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Blue Sky Vision @ Novartis

Active substance-
2-drug

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
Now, this is an innovation contest - so I'm going to show you how great an innovation this actually is!(click)(click)
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Agenda

How does it work?

CM Landscape

Case studies

Competitive arena

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
This is truly a great innovation for the Pharma industry! Over the next 15 minutes, I will explain why you should vote for "from Powder to Pill" and how we fulfilled each criteria that you are considering today.I will explain: �(click)The Level of innovationThe Market opportunityThe Chance of realizationAnd the Profit potential 
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Bin-2-bin and powder-2-drug cases

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
This is truly a great innovation for the Pharma industry! Over the next 15 minutes, I will explain why you should vote for "from Powder to Pill" and how we fulfilled each criteria that you are considering today.I will explain: �(click)The Level of innovationThe Market opportunityThe Chance of realizationAnd the Profit potential 
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Grünenthal TRF technology
Intac – Powder-2-Drug Product

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
This is truly a great innovation for the Pharma industry! Over the next 15 minutes, I will explain why you should vote for "from Powder to Pill" and how we fulfilled each criteria that you are considering today.I will explain: �(click)The Level of innovationThe Market opportunityThe Chance of realizationAnd the Profit potential 
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Current CM „Powder-2-drug“ 
products on the market

GCU
Dry Milling & 

PAT Ports

Conti 
FB Drying

TS Wet
Granulation

Dispensing
LiW Feeding

Conti 
Compression

Ext. Phase 
Conti Dry 
Blending

Conti Dry 
Blending

Dispensing
LiW Feeding

Conti Tablet 
Coating

External
Phase 

Feeding & 
Blending

GCU
Dry Milling & 

PAT Ports

Conti 
FB Drying

TS Wet
Granulation

Dispensing
LiW Feeding

Conti
Compression

Chinoin

Vertex

Janssen

At Least 3 Products on the Market; 
who is next?

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
This is truly a great innovation for the Pharma industry! Over the next 15 minutes, I will explain why you should vote for "from Powder to Pill" and how we fulfilled each criteria that you are considering today.I will explain: �(click)The Level of innovationThe Market opportunityThe Chance of realizationAnd the Profit potential 
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CM landscape grid by products & 
technologies 2016
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Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
This is truly a great innovation for the Pharma industry! Over the next 15 minutes, I will explain why you should vote for "from Powder to Pill" and how we fulfilled each criteria that you are considering today.I will explain: �(click)The Level of innovationThe Market opportunityThe Chance of realizationAnd the Profit potential 
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Agenda

How does it work?

CM Landscape

Case studies

Competitive arena

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
This is truly a great innovation for the Pharma industry! Over the next 15 minutes, I will explain why you should vote for "from Powder to Pill" and how we fulfilled each criteria that you are considering today.I will explain: �(click)The Level of innovationThe Market opportunityThe Chance of realizationAnd the Profit potential 
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Threat of Substitution: 
The Future of Conti Granulation?

Compressability

Fl
ow

ab
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ty

Low High
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DG
30%

WG
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Today FutureCWG
20%

CDG
10%

Sources: Pfizer; Quadro/IDEX presentation & information gathered during recent conferences by RS

CDC
70%

DC 
10%

Выступающий
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This is truly a great innovation for the Pharma industry! Over the next 15 minutes, I will explain why you should vote for "from Powder to Pill" and how we fulfilled each criteria that you are considering today.I will explain: �(click)The Level of innovationThe Market opportunityThe Chance of realizationAnd the Profit potential 
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Agenda

How does it work?

CM Landscape

Case studies

Competitive arena

Выступающий
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This is truly a great innovation for the Pharma industry! Over the next 15 minutes, I will explain why you should vote for "from Powder to Pill" and how we fulfilled each criteria that you are considering today.I will explain: �(click)The Level of innovationThe Market opportunityThe Chance of realizationAnd the Profit potential 
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ConsiGma 25TM –
Milestones to product leadership

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

Continuous
Wet Granulation

CTL 25, 50, 100
Continuous Tableting Line

ConsiGma1
R&D Machine

ConsiGma CDC50
Direct Compression

ConsiGma
Coater

More than 50 references - 2 Continuous Processing test centers (Belgium & USA)

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
This is truly a great innovation for the Pharma industry! Over the next 15 minutes, I will explain why you should vote for "from Powder to Pill" and how we fulfilled each criteria that you are considering today.I will explain: �(click)The Level of innovationThe Market opportunityThe Chance of realizationAnd the Profit potential 

http://www.gsk.be/Index.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:AstraZeneca.svg
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ConsiGma 25TM; Vertex Boston (US)

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
This is truly a great innovation for the Pharma industry! Over the next 15 minutes, I will explain why you should vote for "from Powder to Pill" and how we fulfilled each criteria that you are considering today.I will explain: �(click)The Level of innovationThe Market opportunityThe Chance of realizationAnd the Profit potential 
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ConsiGma 25TM; Vertex Boston (US)

Feeding

Material
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Inline
BlendingTablet 

Conveying & 
Relaxation
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Coating
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This is truly a great innovation for the Pharma industry! Over the next 15 minutes, I will explain why you should vote for "from Powder to Pill" and how we fulfilled each criteria that you are considering today.I will explain: �(click)The Level of innovationThe Market opportunityThe Chance of realizationAnd the Profit potential 
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ConsiGma 25TM PCMM –
Pfizer Groton (USA)

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
This is truly a great innovation for the Pharma industry! Over the next 15 minutes, I will explain why you should vote for "from Powder to Pill" and how we fulfilled each criteria that you are considering today.I will explain: �(click)The Level of innovationThe Market opportunityThe Chance of realizationAnd the Profit potential 
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PCMM paradigm – a change in the
pharma industry

CDC & CDB WG & CDBGCU

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
This is truly a great innovation for the Pharma industry! Over the next 15 minutes, I will explain why you should vote for "from Powder to Pill" and how we fulfilled each criteria that you are considering today.I will explain: �(click)The Level of innovationThe Market opportunityThe Chance of realizationAnd the Profit potential 



Strictly Confidential

ConsiGma 25TM PCMM –
Pfizer Groton (USA)
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